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INTRODUCTION 

In January 2019, The Titan Group, Professional Investigations (#26242) was retained by the City 

of Banning to examine the operations, policies and procedures, morale, and staffing of their 

Police Department with the direction to present findings and recommendations of their 

observations.   

This written report is a summation of those findings and recommendations. It is the conclusion 

of five (5) weeks of analysis on the organization, management, operation, and written rules of 

the Banning Police Department (Banning PD).   

The directed objective of the Banning Police Department Audit was threefold:  

1. Examine management activities in accordance with sound administrative principles, 

benchmark comparisons, and evaluate Banning PD organization and written policies. 

2. Evaluate the efficient use of personnel and resources, performance measures, 

supervision, and training.  Identify deficiencies when appropriate.     

3. Assess the effectiveness of Banning PD’s performance in relation to agency organizational 

statements and service to the community. 

In all instances, the measures of evaluation utilized by the Audit Team were adjusted to reflect 

the unique operating and service conditions of the Banning Police Department. 

Scope of Examination  

The following areas were examined, findings were obtained, and recommendations were offered 

in areas which were deemed to be deficient or did not meet industry standards: 

▪ General Policy and Procedure 

▪ Supervision 

▪ Personnel Records Retention/Security 

▪ Criminal Investigations/Case Management 

▪ Funding Methods 

▪ Communication/Dispatch 

▪ Property/Evidence 

▪ Detention Areas (Adult/Juvenile) 
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Curriculum Vitae (CV) of Auditors 

Shawn Hare – Chief Examiner, is an experienced career police detective with more than thirty-

two (32) years of law enforcement experience, including seven (7) years as a major crimes 

detective in a large urban city. Mr. Hare has a Bachelor’s Degree in Criminal Justice from Chapman 

University in Orange, CA.  He is a former Adjunct Professor instructing Criminal Justice classes at 

the Community College level. Mr. Hare brings academic and real-world experience to the review 

process. Especially, while serving his agency for two (2) terms as the President of the POA.  Upon 

retirement in December 2013, he began to apply his expertise in the areas of employee 

misconduct, EEOC violations, and threat assessment. His specialty is the area of internal affairs, 

of which he has handled numerous major cases for police departments throughout California. 

Mr. Hare has well over 60,000 hours of law enforcement experience and training. Mr. Hare has 

received many commendations to include, but not limited to; an Excellence Award, Crime 

Prevention Program of the Year, School Resource Officer of the year, employee of the month and 

many other community orientated accolades.    

Darrell Smith – Examiner, is an experience law enforcement officer with more than seventeen 

(17) years as a San Bernardino County Deputy Sheriff. His experience includes corrections, 

uniform patrol, maritime enforcement, and gang investigations. Mr. Smith has experience as an 

acting supervisor both in a jail facility and patrol operations. Mr. Smith has a Bachelor’s of Science 

degree from the California State University San Bernardino in Kinesiology. Upon retirement in 

June of 2016, he began to apply his expertise in the areas of employee misconduct, EEO 

violations, POST backgrounds and threat assessment. His specialty is the area of law enforcement 

POST backgrounds, of which he has conducted numerous background investigations for police 

departments throughout California. 
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METHODOLOGY 

The Banning Police Department Audit was conducted by two Senior Investigators from The Titan 

Group, Professional Investigations (Licensed in CA 26242, AZ, OR, NV, and MI), Chief Examiner 

Shawn Hare and Investigative Consultant Darrell Smith. Mr. Hare and Mr. Smith are referenced 

in this report as “Audit Team,” or by the pronoun “we.” Agency management personnel reviewed 

the Audit Team’s findings and participated in creating recommendations for the Department.  

The examination process developed for this assessment was adapted to fit the brief nature and 

limited scope of the review, and to comply with city direction. The Audit Team utilized a variety 

of data collection and analytic techniques. The Banning Police Policy and Procedures Manual, 

General Orders and Directives, California Peace Officers Standards and Training (POST) source 

material, the Audit Team’s training and experience, and California state codes and statutes were 

used as reference and touchstone material.   

   The Audit Team conducted the following data collections and analytical actions: 

 Background and informational document review 

 Interview with Banning PD Captain and Acting Chief of Police 

 Interviews with Banning PD supervisors, sworn personnel, and non-sworn personnel 

 Examination of Banning PD policies and procedures 

 Review of scheduling and manning allocation 

 Perform comparison of personnel deployment with like police departments 

 Review of training files for compliance with POST guidelines 

 Review personnel and background files for compliance with POST guidelines 

 Cursory review of Banning PD budget 

 Inspection of facility with an emphasis on holding area and property room 

 Review of communication center and staffing  

 Review of evidence and property management 

 Review of internal affairs records 

The Banning PD Audit was conducted in accordance with generally accepted Auditing 

standards. Those standards require the Audit to be planned and performed in a fair and 

impartial manner, with any findings or conclusions based on sufficient, appropriate evidence. 

The Audit Team believes the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for the reported 

findings and recommendations.   
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BANNING POLICE PROFILE 

The Banning Police Department (BPD or Banning PD) serves the City of Banning, California which 

encompasses approximately twenty-three (23) square miles between the City of Beaumont to 

the west and unincorporated county area of the Morongo Indian Reservation and Cabazon to the 

east. Currently the estimated census shows the City of Banning to have 30,643 residents and 

identifies the City of Banning to be the 1387th largest city in the United States. 

The City of Banning, California was established in 1913. The Banning PD is recognized as a law 

enforcement agency by the State of California, and operates in compliance with the California 

Peace Officers Standards and Training (POST). 

With overall responsibility for all department functions, Banning PD’s Acting Chief has direct 

responsibility for the department’s sworn and non-sworn support personnel. The Acting Chief 

follows established indirect supervision of all police operations to include Patrol Division, 

Communications Division, Detective Bureau, Code Enforcement, and Volunteers.  

Banning PD is currently comprised of thirty-eight (38) personnel, of which twenty-three (23) are 

sworn peace officers. However, Banning PD is budgeted for fifty (50) personnel, according to the 

2018-2019 budget. Comprising that number are thirty-one (31) sworn personnel and nineteen 

(19) non-sworn personnel. Nine (9) of the current sworn officers are off on work related injuries 

(IOD), and eight (8) sworn officer positions are vacant. There are four (4) vacant non-sworn 

personnel positions presently within the department. 

Initial criminal investigations for crimes occurring in the city are handled by patrol personnel. 

Additional investigations for serious offenses are handled by just two (2) detectives. Officer 

involved shootings, or in-custody deaths are handled by the Riverside County Sheriff’s 

Department, under a memorandum of understanding (MOU). 

Currently, internal affairs investigations are shared between line supervision and an outside 

private investigation firm. Presently the Acting Police Chief makes the determination of who 

conducts these investigations. 

The largest of the two (2) divisions in the department is designated “Patrol Operations,” and is 

supervised by a Lieutenant. The operational standard of the Patrol Division indicates the City is 

divided into a three (3) beat patrol system.  

It should be noted that at the time of this Audit, because of staffing Banning PD is only operating 

with a two (2) beat patrol system, dividing the city between the east and west.   
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The other division, “Administrative Operations,” is assigned to the Department’s Acting Chief of 

Police, because the second Lieutenant is off on administrative leave. The department does not 

have any other special assignments other than the detective position at this time due to staffing 

shortages. 

City of Banning Demographics 

The 2017 U.S. estimated Census reports the City of Banning’s population as 30,643. The ethnic 

composition of the City of Banning has remained relatively the same for the past seven (7) years, 

since the last Census in 2010.                                                     

An analysis of the current demographics of police personnel in direct comparison with the 

demographics of the City of Banning indicates that the agency is closely mirroring the community 

demographics.                                                                                             

 

Future hiring practices should continue this trend by recruiting personnel that are in line with the 

charted demographics.  (See chart above) 
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Agency Comparative Information 

 

 

JURISDICTION     

Info Source Acting Chief Lt. 
Avila 

Kari Mendoza Lt. Dickson Sgt. Saucier 

OP BUDGET $7.4 Million  $9.8 Million $13 Million 10.5 Million 

TOTAL STAFF 38 65 115 31 

COVERAGE Sworn and Dispatch 
24/7 

Sworn and Dispatch 
24/7 

 

Sworn and Dispatch                     
24/7 

Sworn and Dispatch 
24/7 

DISPATCHER 6 10 13 4 

SWORN 23 42 90 24 

   Hemet has a Police 
Utility tax which 

pays for 21 Officers 

 

PATROL 10 22 50 15 

SRO’s 0 1 3 1 

SPECIAL UNITS Det 2 2 Motors, K9, 
P.A.C.T member, 

Det 2 

Several special units Det 2, Gang Task 
force, P.A.C.T 

member, motor, 

COMMANDER Acting Chief Chief Chief Chief 
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 Department Mission and Values 

Banning Police Department’s vision and mission statements, as well as the Department’s core 

values, were evaluated and taken from their Policy and Procedures Manual. 

A.  Mission Statement    

A mission statement defines what an organization is and why it exists.    

Finding:  The Mission Statement provided to the Audit Team is on page 2 of the Banning 

PD’s Policy and Procedures Manual. The Mission Statement reads:  “The Banning Police 

Department is committed to serve with honor and protect all citizens of our culturally diverse 

community, through a partnership focused on public trust and providing a safe environment for 

all.” 

This Mission Statement explains the department’s commitment to its citizens and the need for a 

partnership and public trust between the community and the department. This Audit Team found 

no issues with the Mission statement for the Banning PD. 

B. Department Values 

Department values define how employees should work within the department, to serve the 

community. 

Findings:  Department Values were also on page 2 of the Banning PD’s Policy and 

Procedures Manual, and read:  “We will perform our duties with honesty and be committed to 

ethical beliefs beyond reproach, in both conduct and performance. 

We will be loyal and dedicated to our citizens and our Department co-workers while adhering 

to the Law Enforcement Code of Ethics. 

Our professionalism will be demonstrated through our courteous and respectful treatment of 

others, remembering that we are entrusted with providing a safe environment to all citizens 

regardless of their social or economic status. 

We recognize that we must adhere to our principals to earn and retain the trust of the 

community, and therefore pledge to hold ourselves accountable to his commitment of 

excellence.” 

The Department Values statement clearly defines and lays out the standard for every 

employee to follow and exceed on a daily basis. 
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Scope of Audit: Policy and Procedures  

Banning PD Policy and Procedures Manual 

Policy – A course or line of action adopted and pursued by an agency that provides guidance on 

the department’s philosophy toward identified issues.   

Procedure – A description of how a policy is to be accomplished. It describes the steps to be 

taken, the frequency of the task, and the entity responsible for completing the tasks. 

Finding:  The Audit Team, prior to beginning the Banning Police Department Audit, conducted 

an online search for Banning Police Department policies and procedures. During this search, the 

Banning Police Department website was located and “Department Policy and Procedures” were 

listed as part of that site. The date on the Department Policy and Procedures for last date of 

review posted on the web site was September 26, 2014 indicating out of compliance. 

Banning Police Department utilizes the Lexipol Company to provide its basic policy and procedure 

manual. Lexipol is a nation-wide known and trusted company which develops policies and 

procedures for municipal police agencies throughout the United States. 

The Audit Team brought the policy review date to the attention of the Acting Chief of Police, and 

remined him that police policies are to be reviewed continuously. Lexipol sends policy changes 

and updates which have a color coding: Red is something that requires immediate attention and 

updating; yellow is for something that has changed that might not be necessary for all agencies, 

but requires review; and green is something that some police agencies have changed and may or 

may not be for all agencies.  

It should be noted that the Acting Police Chief took the Audit Team’s recommendation and 

immediately began reviewing the Department’s Policy and Procedures Manual. Within three (3) 

days the Banning Police Department Policy and Procedures Manual was fully updated and 

redistributed to all police employees. Policy new review date is January 10, 2019. 

Because the Banning Police Department’s Policy and Procedures Manual is Lexipol, it contains all 

the required local, state, and federally mandated police policies, such as Domestic Violence, 

Police Pursuits, Use of Force, and Personnel Complaints policies. 

One thing the Audit Team discovered was that Banning Police Department was not utilizing the 

monthly training aspect of Lexipol. Lexipol publishes a monthly briefing training article for its 

customers to be used as briefing training for officers, and to be sent out agency-wide via an email 

or outlook system to all sworn employees. 
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The Audit Team, during employee interviews, learned that all Banning Police Department 

employees received a copy of the Policy and Procedures Manual, either in a binder copy or in an 

electronic form. All employees confirmed they had read all the department policies and were 

familiar with the major policies, and confirmed they signed for receipt of the policy manual. 

Recommendation:  The Audit Team recommends that Banning Police Department establish 

the email link for all Banning PD employees with Lexipol. This will allow each department 

employee to receive the updated Policy and Procedures Manual and the monthly training 

bulletins as provided by Lexipol.  

This Audit Team is also recommending patrol shifts utilize these Lexipol monthly training bulletins 

as a regular part of shift briefings. Further, the Audit Team recommends assigning the Policy and 

Procedures Manual be regularly reviewed by a Lieutenant, until the Captain returns from injury. 

 

Scope of Audit: Citizen Complaint Procedures  

Citizen Complaint Procedures 

All police departments in the State of California are required by law to have a process through 

which a citizen may make a complaint against police personnel. The purpose of that process is to 

provide guidelines for the reporting, investigating, and disposition of complaints regarding the 

conduct of members and employees of the department. 

Personnel complaints consist of any allegation of misconduct or improper job performance 

against any department employee that, if true, would constitute a violation of department policy 

or federal, state, or local law. 

Findings:  The Audit Team, in reviewing the Banning Police Department Policy and 

Procedures Manual, located Banning PD Policy #1020, “Personnel Complaints.” This policy 

outlines the proper procedures and process for handing a complaint from all persons, from a 

citizen to an internal complaint. 

The Audit Team reviewed the policy and clarified it contains the required steps set forth by law 

regarding who can receive a complaint, who the complaint should be given to after it is received, 

and how the investigation is to be conducted. Further, the policy outlines steps to be taken during 

the investigation as outlined in Government Code section 3300-3313 et al. 
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The Audit Team examined the Banning PD lobby area, which in many cases would be the first 

place a member of the community might come to file a complaint. The Audit Team noted, in plain 

view, was the Banning Police Department complaint form, visible from the contact window (See 

photos below). However, the complaint documents were not available to the public without 

contacting a front desk employee. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Audit Team, during the interview process of department employees, discovered that most if 

not all employees were aware of how to handle citizen complaints. Most were aware the 

department had a policy and most stated a watch commander would receive or take the 

complaint from the citizen. 

Recommendations:  The Audit Team recommends that Banning Police Department 

make citizen complaint forms and pamphlets explaining the personnel complaint process 

available outside the window area in the lobby without asking. This would be in a well-marked 

area, which is readily available to the public who enter the department for this purpose. 

The Audit Team also recommends conducting refresher training with all department staff 

regarding steps to follow in the complaint process, once a complaint has been received. This is 

recommended because during the interview portion of the Audit, not all employees were aware 

of the complaint process, other than to notify the watch commander on duty. Further, because 

of critical staffing levels, the watch commander is not always of a management rank (sergeant or 

above). Therefore, the Audit Team recommends an employee, either a Sergeant or above, 

receive the complaint after it is made. 
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Field Training Program 

Field training is intended to facilitate a peace officer’s transition from the academic setting to the 

performance of general law enforcement uniformed patrol duties of the Banning Police 

Department. Although an officer graduating from POST regular academy has received a thorough 

introduction to basic law enforcement subjects, that officer cannot be expected to immediately 

assume the full responsibilities of an experienced officer.   

Newly assigned officers must receive additional training in the field, on actual calls for service, 

where they can learn from a certified field training officer who already has practical patrol 

experience. Field training introduces a newly assigned officer to the personnel, procedures, 

policies, and purposes of the Banning Police Department and provides the initial formal and 

informal training specific to the day-to-day duties of an officer. 

A properly functioning field training program prepares department members to perform their 

duties, and may mitigate the tort doctrine of vicarious liability for the department.   

The Banning Police Department Field Training Program was model after field training programs 

developed by the Commission of Peace Officers Standards and Training (POST) and the San Jose 

Police Department. POST regulations require that POST approved field training programs must 

be ten (10) weeks long, minimum. 

Findings:  The Audit Team began by interviewing the current field training manager. This 

person will not be identified in this Audit and had just recently, within the last year, taken over 

the Banning Police Department Field Training Program. The manager has not yet attended the 

required 24 hour POST Field Training Manager/Supervisor, Administrator & Coordinator (SAC) 

training to manage a field training program. 

The Audit Team discovered the current manager had been a field training officer in the past and 

has attended the POST Field Training Officer course in the past. However, the training manager 

has not recently attended an FTO update course, and is not currently qualified to engage in the 

duties of a field training officer or manager. The Audit Team’s review of POST training files 

identified nine (9) officers who have attended the POST Field Training Officer Course and required 

updates if necessary. Additionally, these officers have either attended the required POST FTO 

Update Course or completed the basic FTO Course within the last three (3) years. 

                    Scope of Audit:  Field Training Program 
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The Audit Team’s review of field training files housed at Human Resources identified deficiencies 

in the field training program manuals for recent officers completing the Banning Police 

Department Field Training Program. These deficiencies included dates not matching times 

assigned to each phase and completion dates. Signatures on the training manual appear to be all 

the same handwriting, when several different FTO’s have participated in the training of the new 

officers. 

In one case, a lateral officer was shown to have completed the Banning Police Department Field 

Training Program in under the minimal ten (10) weeks required as outlined by POST. The 

documents indicated the officer only received approximately seven (7) weeks of field training. 

During the interview process of the department, several employees stated that because of the 

recent critical shortage of officers on patrol, a few officers in the BPD Field Training Program who 

exhibited officer safety issues were pushed through the program. Employees were concerned by 

this lack of consistency and many felt the officers should have been released from the 

department. 

Recommendation:  The Audit Team recommends first and foremost that the field training 

manager/sergeant be sent to the POST Field Training Management Training Program to be 

qualified to manage the program. This will assure the program is following all the POST guidelines 

for training. Next available POST Field Training Program SAC Course, POST #31735, is being held 

June 3-5, 2019 in La Quinta, CA.  

The Audit Team further recommends that a Lieutenant be assigned to oversee the management 

of the program, and that this Lieutenant also attend the POST Field Training Manager/SAC 

training program. 

The Audit Team recommends that all Banning Police Department Field Training Officers follow 

the Department Training Manual and not deviate from its contents during the training process. 

The procedures outlined in the manual need to be taught, demonstrated, and confirmed through 

new employee performance before being signed off by the assigned FTO. The training supervisor 

and manager should be held responsible for ensuring training is documented and signed off by 

the FTO in a timely manner. This recommendation comes from comments made by officers 

during the interview process of the Audit. 
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SCOPE OF AUDIT:  EMPLOYEE INTERVIEWS/PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 

The Audit Team conducted individual employee interviews to collect benchmark data about the 

perceptions of Banning PD personnel. The interviews consisted of approximately 30 questions.  

A total of thirty-four (34) personnel were interviewed out of a pool of thirty-eight (38) employees. 

Questions were grouped into sworn (patrol), non-sworn (records, dispatch, and administration), 

and management.   

EMPLOYEE INTERVIEWS:  (MORALE/STAFFING/MANAGEMENT) 
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WELFARE    

 Is the morale low in the department at this time 26 1 7 

 I am treated fairly 30 0 4 

  I would be afraid to file a complaint or grievance 5 1 28 

 Department members are rewarded for their contributions 5 0 29 

 I have considered leaving my job in the past year 15 0 19 

  I would encourage someone to work in my department 22 1 11 

  In the last month I have received recognition or praise for                 
doing good work 

8 0 26 

 If you need to, is your supervisor easy to contact by phone or 
radio 

34 0 0 

Do you have a clear understanding of Policies and Procedures 
of Banning PD 

34 0 0 
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 Do you receive enough training to properly do your job 32 1 1 

 Are evaluations done fairly and without bias 33 0 1 

Do you feel valued as an employee of Banning Police 
Department 

31 1 2 

STAFFING 

   

Are patrol officers responding to calls provided back-up 32 1 1 

Does the department deploy its patrol forces consistent with 
the existing workload 

1 1 32 

Does the department operate one-officer patrol vehicles, except 
for training cars 

34 0 0 

MANAGEMENT    

A supervisor is on duty for each shift 34 0 0 

Do you have trust in your supervisor 32 2 0 

Do you feel comfortable asking a question of your supervisor, 
knowing you will get the right answer 

32 2 0 

Are you afforded ways to manage stress by the department 4 1 29 

Do you feel administrators care about members of the 
department   (*Presently because Lt. Avila is Acting Chief) 

32 0 2 

Do you feel your Acting Chief is doing a good job and 
communicates well with employees 

34 0 0 

 Do you feel the Lieutenants are doing a good job and 
communicate well with employees 

3 2 29 
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The overall consensus is morale was extremely low when Interim Chief Fisher was in charge.  Now 

that Lt. Avila is Acting Chief, morale is improving per statements made by employees during the 

interview process. 

Findings:  After interviewing thirty-four (34) of the thirty-eight (38) employees over four (4) 

days, the Audit Team discovered the Captain, who is out on injury, is highly trained and capable 

of acting as the head of the department in the Chief’s absence. 

The Captain has attended the FBI Academy, Command College, and the Role of the Chief Training 

in preparation of filling in as the Acting Chief when needed. In turn, the Audit Team also 

discovered the two (2) Lieutenants have less than one (1) year of management level experience 

and do not possess POST management certification. The job description for the Banning Police 

Chief indicates the ideal candidate will possess a minimum of five (5) years of management level 

experience and management POST certification (Attachment 1). 

The Audit Team learned that employees, even though they are critically understaffed and 

overworked, try to remain positive. Further, most employees stated they are fully in support of 

a new outside Chief of Police to lead the department, and look forward to his arrival. 

The Audit Team discovered that employees feel they can talk to their supervisors and will get the 

right answers to questions when asked. Further, employees stated they can easily reach a 

supervisor when needed. Even though several employees have thought about leaving Banning 

PD in the past year, they would encourage someone to come to work at the department. 

One thing the Audit Team learned during interviews with employees was that supervisors and 

administrators in the business of operating the department with the critically short staffing levels 

are failing to tell employees they are doing a good job on a regular basis. Employees at Banning 

PD are keeping the department functioning at normal levels of service without normal staffing 

levels and are subject to mandatory overtime on a regular basis. Sometimes praise, even a small, 

“Thanks for doing a great job today,” could go a long way in boosting morale in a depleted 

workforce. 

Another area discovered by the Audit Team during employee interviews is officers are responding 

to calls without a backing officer. This occurs most times because only two (2) officers and a 

sergeant makeup a patrol team on any normal day. When one (1) of those officers makes an 

arrest or is in the station writing a report, it leaves only a sergeant and one (1) officer in the field 

to handle calls. Employees noted on several occasions that both the officer and the sergeant may 

be on separate calls and neither has a backing officer. 

Recommendations:  The Audit Team will make recommendations for Staffing and 

Personnel Management under the “Personnel Management” section. 
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PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The personnel identified on the organizational chart with letters “IOD” below the name of the 

employee signify “Injured on Duty.” The green blocks are the vacant budgeted positions within 

the department. 
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FINDINGS:  The Audit Team, after looking at the organizational chart and interviewing almost 

all of the department’s employees, discovered a major issue. The Banning PD management is not 

utilizing injured employees in a modified duty status. We discovered that injured employees, no 

matter how small the injury, were just being sent home until they were released back to full duty. 

Banning PD Department Policy #1055, “Temporary Modified-Duty Assignments,” allows Banning 

PD management to utilize those employees whose limitations are not restrictive in nature.   

Several officers interviewed stated they had over thirty (30) police reports being held and were 

not allowed in the department to complete reports, even though they had very little to no 

limitations. 

Aside from the findings mentioned above, the Banning Police Department is managing its 

personnel to the best of its ability taking into consideration the critically low manpower available 

to the department. Currently the Patrol Division has ten (10) sworn officers; this includes 

sergeants, corporals, and patrol officers assigned to four (4) patrol teams.  

Recommendations:  With the Patrol Division being the backbone of the department, the 

Audit Team recommends the hiring of three (3) community service officers – non-sworn 

positions, immediately. These positions can be easily trained and put into service in a short time 

of approximately six (6) months to augment the Patrol Division.  Further, the Audit Team 

recommends the immediate hiring of sworn personnel to fill the eight (8) vacant spots in the 

Patrol Division. However, some sort of incentive program may be needed to hire officers for the 

department (See Attachment 2). In part, the department’s current shortages do not allow for any 

specialized assignments to entice personnel to join the organization.  

Next the Audit Team recommends possibly looking at augmenting detectives with a 960-hour 

work-force of recently retired employees, which allows experience to be retained at a reduced 

cost to the department. This also allows for reallocation of current personnel to return to patrol. 

For example, having one (1) full-time detective, detective sergeant, and two (2) 960-hour 

detectives. 

The Audit Team also recommends possibly utilizing pay-call (as needed) dispatchers from other 

agencies to augment the Communications Division, which also is critically short. The current 

dispatch has five (5) full-time dispatchers and one (1) in training for six (6) shifts. A single dispatch 

supervisor fills in when necessary. However, some areas to consider would include time and 

expense of selecting these employees, conducting background investigations, and training. Given 

this, a pay-call employee would still reduce costs and fulfill department needs in a timely manner. 
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Training other local police department pay-call dispatchers in the RIMS System would be a simple 

process, and allow Banning PD dispatchers to take lunches and breaks away from the 

communication center which now does not occur as required by law. 

Finally, the Audit Team recommends beginning the interactive process with injured employees 

as soon as possible after the injury to see if a modified duty assignment is possible for that 

employee. This may assist the department with inter-agency duties such as taking telephone 

reports, or assisting with property and evidence.  

In the event the agency ever once again finds itself without a Chief of Police: To fill the position, 

the city must insist on utilizing only personnel who meet the minimum qualifications, as 

described in the job description (Attachment 1). This can be a current management level police 

Captain or Lieutenant, or a qualified interim from the outside. 

 

 

Personnel Records/Retention and Security  

A personnel file is an employer’s saved documentation of the history and status of the entire 

employment relationship with an individual employee. The employer maintains this employment 

documentation in a personnel file for three (3) reasons. 

1. The employer wants to have accurate information handy and organized when they need 

access to information for any reason. 

2. The employer needs to retain documentation about personnel issues such as employee 

selection, performance, work history, compensation, and internal applications. 

3. Some employee records are required by federal and state laws for employers to keep. 

Findings:  The Audit Team confidentially reviewed all personnel records for all thirty-eight (38) 

employees of the Banning Police Department. All personnel records are maintained in locked file 

cabinets in the Human Resources Department inside City Hall.   

The Audit Team also discovered Banning PD employee POST backgrounds, training files, and 

medical files all being kept in Human Resources, also in a locked file cabinet.  

The Audit Team determined that all personnel files contained the required information about 

each employee. Some of the files had letters of reprimand which were over seven (7) years old 

in the files. 

Recommendation:  Continuity is an effective and proven risk management tool to minimize 

liability exposure. The Audit Team suggests Banning Police Department maintain the original 

     Scope of Audit:   Personnel Records/Retention and Security 
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Police Employee POST background packages, training file, internal affairs file, and a copy of the 

personnel file for all police employees at the department.   

Copies of certain documents can be given to Human Resources (HR) to place into the original 

personnel file retained in HR. 

The Banning Police Department maintains a locked and alarmed room in which they house the 

Internal Affairs investigations. This area could also maintain a copy of a personnel file, training 

files, and POST background files for each police employee. Some of this information could require 

police management personnel to access in the event of an SB 1421 (California Public Records Act) 

request. 

Internal Affairs 

The Internal Affairs function is not an enforcement function, but rather a policing function that 

works to report only. The concept of internal affairs is very broad and unique to each police 

department. However, the sole purpose of having internal affairs is to find the truth to what 

occurred when an officer is accused of misconduct. An investigation can also give insight on a 

policy itself that may have issues. These investigations should be done using the preponderance 

of evidence standard.   

Internal Affairs investigators are bound by stringent rules when conducting their investigations. 

In California, the Peace Officers Bill of Rights (POBR) is a mandated set of rules found in the 

Government Code Section 3300-3313 et. al. 

Findings:  The Audit Team reviewed a sampling of internal affairs investigations from every 

year beginning from 2013. This encompassed a total of seven (7) investigations, several of which 

were conducted by supervisory personnel within the agency. Further, several of the 

investigations were conducted by an outside private investigation company. Of those 

investigations reviewed, one (1) in particular was found to have significant legal inconsistencies 

and is as follows. 

Internal Affairs #17-02 

The first item in the report observed by the Audit Team about #17-02 was that the allegations 

identified violations of criminal law, instead of conflicts with or violations of administrative 

department policy. Internal Affairs investigations are administrative investigations and not 

criminal investigations. Therefore, it appears the outside investigator in this matter was 

conducting a criminal investigation, rather than an administrative Internal Affairs investigation 

due to using the improper evidence standard.  
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The second item noted was this investigation failed to identify the proper scope and 

preponderance of evidence standard; and levels of evidence necessary to make determinations 

and findings. The investigator concluded on the first two (2) allegations that the officer was 

exonerated of committing a criminal act. No mention was made in either of the first two (2) 

allegations that there was any violation of administrative department policy of which should have 

been the scope of investigation. It’s not the role of an outside private investigator to conduct 

criminal investigations. Their role should be related to administrative investigations. Should a 

criminal investigation be warranted, the appropriate peace officer from within or the outside 

agency should be charged with said role.        

Further, the investigator stated “No evidence” existed that the officer committed a criminal 

violation. If this were factually true, then the final determination of the investigation is flawed. If 

no evidence existed, the final determination should have been listed as “Unfounded,” which 

means it never occurred. Although the determination of “Exonerated” was used, there was a lack 

of supporting facts to support the actions of the officer in question as related to being justified 

in their actions.   

The facts outlined in the totality of the investigation would indicate the actions of the subject 

officer were in conflict with the policies of the department. This includes and may not be limited 

to the specific policies concerning conduct unbecoming of a police officer and committing an act 

in violation of state law (Banning Police Policy #338, “Conduct”). 

The third item noted was the investigator did not conduct a credibility assessment of any of the 

people interviewed during this internal affairs investigation. This process is crucial to vet motives 

to lie, demeanor, plausibility, source of information, contradictions, prior incidents, and 

corroboration of the evidence at hand.   

The fourth item noted was a minor was identified in the report by full name; this name should 

have been kept confidential; and named “Minor #1” in the report.    

The fifth item noted was some of the exhibits were missing, such as the department policy 

covering the allegation(s).   

The sixth item noted was the notice to the subject officer did not contain specific enough 

allegations as required by law (Government Code Section 3303 c); otherwise referred to as the 

“Nature of Investigation.”    
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The seventh item noted was that in the transcript of the interviews, the investigator identified 

himself as a “private investigator.” A check of the BSIS state license lookup revealed no such 

person possessed a “private investigator” license. 

Only those holding said licenses shall identify themselves as such. The investigator should have 

identified himself as an Investigator or Agent of a licensed Private Investigator.     

The remaining six (6) investigations reviewed appeared to be proper administrative internal 

affairs cases. These were conducted in compliance with policies of the agency, evidence standard 

and POBRA. 

Recommendations:  The Audit Team recommends the Chief of Police assures the 

department follows existing agency policy regarding the investigation of internal affairs case 

(Banning Police Policy #338.4). Any future investigations must be conducted in compliance with 

the department’s policies and all legal statutes and practices. Failure to assure compliance with 

these standards will certainly generate risk and liability for the organization.  

In all cases whether it be an investigation conducted by police personnel or an outside firm, the 

Chief of Police must communicate the scope of the investigation. This communication must be 

clear and certain, and only be administrative in nature. A bifurcation of a criminal investigation 

and an administrative investigation must always be in place. 

Due to the time statute of investigation #17-02, the findings cannot be changed, nor can any 

additional investigation can be conducted.  

POST Training Program 

A properly functioning training program prepares department members to perform their duties, 

and may mitigate the tort doctrine of vicarious liability for the department and city.   

POST mandates specific training for California peace officers, some of which is recurring. The 

current requirement is every officer attends twenty-four (24) hours of advance training every 

two (2) years. 

The California Legislature periodically passes and submits public safety training bills to the 

Governor. The bills become incorporated into the penal, government, education, and/or vehicle 

code(s). These training requirements may require the POST Commission to develop, disseminate, 

or otherwise make available such mandated training to law enforcement agencies. Topics, 

training locations, and presentation requirements vary based on the legislative language. The 

required mandated state training for peace officers is non-negotiable. 
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Most law enforcement agencies budget annually for required training, thus are able to promptly 

pay for their attended courses.   

Findings:  The Audit Team reviewed each POST Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) account for 

each sworn officer of the Banning Police Department, to include reserve officers. Currently the 

Banning Police Department has one (1) reserve officer who is out of compliance (Diaz). 

Additionally, the Captain will soon be out of compliance if he does not attend twenty-four (24) 

hours of training in 2019. The rest of the sworn personnel of Banning PD are in compliance with 

POST requirements, and thirteen (13) sworn personnel were identified as field training officers.  

Captain Holder was also identified as being an FTO manager, who could take over the duties of 

the FTO manager until a sergeant is sent to FTO manager’s training. 

Recommendation:  The Audit Team recommends the duties of training manager be delegated 

to the administrative Lieutenant to manage the POST training of the department.  Additionally, 

the Audit Team recommends a printed copy of each sworn officers’ EDI account be the first page 

shown in the training files of each Banning PD officer, which will ensure a quick POST Audit during 

a POST inspection (POST inspection of files every two (2) years). 

The Audit Team suggests the training coordinator work with ancillary help to establish a list of 

required or requested briefing training topics for a six (6) month to one (1) year period.  Training 

should be based on need, current affairs, and administration direction.  When possible, topics 

should be covered as a series, over the course of an agreed-upon time period (i.e., one week) to 

maximize subject coverage. Learning objectives and walk away knowledge should be identified 

and submitted with the briefing training plan for each topic. All training should have 

administration approval.   

As a career growth opportunity, training topics should be assigned to individual officers for 

research and presentation. Briefing training attendance, presentation dates, and topics should 

be stored and maintained by the training section for at least a two (2) year time period. 

 

 

 

District Attorney Overview 

The ultimate test of a well written police report is how the case travels through the criminal 

justice system. This Audit Team met with the Riverside County Supervising District Attorney Mr. 

Carlos E. Monagas Jr, to find out how Banning PD officer reports were being perceived by the 

Riverside District Attorney’s Office. 

                    Scope of Audit:   Criminal Investigation/Case Management 
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The Audit Team asked the following questions related to Banning PD. 

• Are in-custody reports received in a timely manner from Banning PD? 

• Do Banning PD officers appear for all summons? 

• Do Banning PD crime reports contain all elements of each crime? 

• Are there any things you would like Banning PD officers to do to make prosecution of 

cases more successful? 

• Do you have trouble getting injured Banning PD officers to appear when summoned? 

Findings:  The Audit Team was informed by Mr. Monagas that filing district attorneys in his 

office have always received in-custody reports from Banning PD in a timely manner. Further, he 

stated Banning PD officers generally show up when summoned. Mr. Monagas told the Audit 

Team Banning PD reports contain all the elements for each crime, and for the most part are well 

written reports. 

The Audit Team was given a list of items Banning PD officers could do to assist prosecutors 

involving crimes such as stolen vehicle investigations, video surveillance for crimes, and stolen 

checks or credit card crimes. This information is listed below, and was given to Acting Chief Avila 

for dissemination to patrol officers. 

• Stolen Vehicle Investigations: Obtain a statement and document statements from the 

victim reporting the vehicle stolen, and obtain a copy of the original stolen vehicle report 

from the reporting agency. 

• Video Surveillance Evidence: In the case where patrol officers respond to a call after hours 

which involves video surveillance of the crime and the clerk not having access to make a 

copy of the video, when possible officers should record the video surveillance with their 

cell phone as video and download a copy to go with the report. (*This would only be 

appropriate if the department issues cellular phones to officers. If not a department 

owned video recording device should be used.) 

• Stolen Checks and Credit Card Investigations: Again, attempt contact with the owner of 

the check or credit cards and get a statement.  Confirm if the person in control of the 

check or credit card had permission to have or use the check or credit card from the 

owner. 

Recommendations:  The Audit Team does not have any recommendations for Banning PD 

related to criminal investigations or case management of those criminal investigations. The 

department is doing everything possible within its manpower and capabilities to investigate and 

seek prosecution of criminal activity occurring within the city. 
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Banning Police Department Detective Division 

A Detective Bureau is the investigative arm of a police department, which conducts thorough 

investigations of major crimes occurring within the city limits. 

The Detective Division of the Banning Police Department consists of two (2) full-time detectives 

and one (1) detective sergeant to handle all crimes occurring in the City of Banning. The City of 

Banning averages three (3) homicides, sixteen (16) rapes, twenty-six (26) robberies, two hundred 

(200) assaults, two hundred and fifteen (215) burglaries, one hundred (100) vehicle thefts, and 

over two hundred (200) larcenies each year  (Attachment 3). 

Findings: The Audit Team sat down with the detective sergeant and learned that the Detective 

Division is only able to handle part I (major) crimes presently because of short staffing.  At the 

time of the Audit, detectives were working exclusively on a homicide during the entire time the 

Audit was taking place. 

Recommendations: The Audit Team would only recommend at this time, due to your critically 

low manpower within the Banning Police Department, the use of retired 960-hour a year 

employee(s) to augment your Detective Division (Attachment 4). These individuals would bring 

experience and expertise, and allow the Detective Division to investigate more crimes than only 

part I (major) crimes.  

 

 

 

Funding Sources 

Those services done by police officers or police employees to assist the public have a cost to the 

city. Therefore reimbursement fees should be charged to offset the cost of providing those 

services. 

Findings:  The Audit Team reviewed the fee schedule used by Banning PD and the city to 

recover fees for tasks completed by police officers or police employees, such as towing releases 

for towed and stored vehicles, citation corrections, making copies of police reports, and other 

tasks. 

The Audit Team also reviewed the fee schedules of the comparative agencies to see if those 

agencies are collecting fees for services Banning PD is providing or could provide to citizens and 

obtain funding for those services. 

                    Scope of Audit:   Funding Sources/Budget 
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In reviewing the other comparative agencies, the Audit Team has compiled a list of fees the 

Banning Police Department and city should consider implementing as an additional funding 

source that local agencies are already charging and receiving (Attachment 5). 

• Vehicle Impound/Stored Vehicle Release Form – Comparative agency range between 

$75.00 to $200.00  -  Per CVC 22850.5  (Banning charges $77.00) 

• VIN Verification Fee – Comparative agency range between $15.00 to $37.00  (Banning 

does not charge for this) 

• Subpoena Fee – Comparative agency range between $24.00 and $50.00 (Banning does 

not charge this fee. This is for outside legal agencies placing a subpoena on the 

department or officers  (Fee allowed per Evidence Code Section 1563) 

• False Alarm Fee – local agencies are not charging this fee; however, officers during the 

interview portion of the Audit stated they spend a great deal of time responding to false 

alarm calls. The Desert Hot Springs Police Department adopted a verified alarm response 

policy and issues citations for false alarms) 

• Police Reports/Traffic Collision Reports – Comparative agency fees range between $0.35 

cents per page to a flat rate of $15.00 for police reports and $75.00 for traffic collision 

reports (Banning charges $0.25 per page) 

• Stored Vehicle Release/DUI – Comparative agency fees range from $150.00 to $200.00 

(Banning does not charge this fee) 

• Golf Cart Permit/Annual – Beaumont PD charges citizens an annual license fee to drive 

golf carts on city streets (Banning PD has a large retirement community, Sun Lakes, where 

citizens drive golf carts to and from a shopping area adjacent to the community) 

Recommendations:  The Audit Team recommends a review of the Banning Police Department 

Fee Schedule and meeting with local comparative agencies to align Banning’s fees with other 

local agencies (Attachment 5). 

Cursory Review of Police Budget 

Money is the fuel that runs the organization. To accomplish the mission and future goals, 

department heads must have sufficient funding. This funding is received through the budgeting 

process. If a department fails in the budgeting process, it is likely to fall short of meeting its goals 

later in the year. 

Developing a budget is defined as a process of estimating revenues and expenditures, comparing 

the two (2) and making adjustments until they balance. 
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Findings:     The Audit Team, with the assistance of a former Chief of Police of a small specialized 

police agency, conducted a cursory check of the 2018-2019 Banning PD budget.   The budget was 

a well crafted budget for a small municipal police agency.  The Audit Team only observed three 

(3) issues with the budget (Attachment 6). 

The first issue was Overtime Fiscal Liability/safety liability was at 133% of the budgeted amount 

at that time of the fiscal year. At the time the Audit was reviewed it was just over 50% of the 

year. The budget was for $250,000 and the Department had spent $331,000.  This is because of 

the critically low staffing of patrol and dispatch. 

The second issue was Workers’ Compensation Reimbursement, which was 719% over budget.  

The budgeted amount was $30,000 and the department had paid out $215,810 at this point of 

the budget. It is possible this occurred because injured workers are not being brought back to 

modified duty assignments per Department Policy #1055. 

The third issue was Fleet Maintenance, which was budgeted at $279,886, and no money had 

been used from this account even though the department was more than halfway through the 

fiscal year. This shows $279,886 which could be used for vehicle purchases upon approval by city 

council. 

There were a few little accounts over budget, but these accounts may balance out at the end of 

the fiscal year. Additionally, because Banning PD will have salary savings due to the vacant 

positions budgeted for and never filled, this could be used to cover other shortages in the line 

item budget. 

Recommendations:   The Audit Team recommends a cursory review of the current budget to 

verify items identified by the Audit Team, and make the necessary corrections to allow a balanced 

budget at the end of the fiscal year (Attachment 6). 

Next, the Audit Team recommends having an interactive process of meeting with all employees 

off on injury, to see if some or most of the injured employees can be placed in a modified duty 

assignment to augment the department’s critically low manpower issue. 

Grant Usage 

Many law enforcement agencies utilize grants, which are available from a variety of sources to 

include the federal government, to fund their programs. Public sector grants are primarily federal 

and state grants made to local and state governments or government agencies.  

Foundation grants are provided by non-profit, charitable organizations, like a corporate 

foundation or family foundation. The process of securing all types of grant funds requires the 

completion of a grand proposal. 
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Findings:    The Audit Team reviewed past records and discovered that Captain Holder has 

written and received grants in the past. Further, during the interview process Captain Holder 

confirmed he wrote and received equipment and an armored vehicle through a grant process for 

the department’s SWAT team at that time. 

The budget also shows that Banning PD has received grant funding from the Office of Traffic 

Safety and Homeland Security in the past. Below is a list of grant funding sources available on the 

POST website (Attachment 7). 

• California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control 

• California Office of Traffic Safety 

• Community Orientated Policing Services (COPS) 

• Federal Emergency Management System (FEMA) 

• International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) – Smaller law enforcement agency 

technical grant assistance program 

Recommendations:    The Audit Team recommends Captain Holder be contacted and an 

interactive process be done with him to see if he is able to return to modified duty to complete 

a grant writing process though one (1) of the identified agencies above to receive funding for an 

officer position or a program to assist or augment patrol forces. 

Additionally, Captain Holder should begin training a Lieutenant and Sergeant on how to write 

future grants. This will continue the knowledge of grant writing and serve to benefit the agency 

in the future. 

 

 

 

Communications Center/Dispatch 

The Communication/Dispatch Center of the Banning Police Department is a 24-hour service in 

the answering of all emergency and non-emergency police, fire, and medical calls. The center is 

staffed by a team of six (6) full-time public safety dispatchers, one (1) part-time public safety 

dispatcher, and one (1) dispatch supervisor. 

All public safety dispatchers are certified in 911, CPR, and emergency medical pre-arrival 

instructions, in addition to being certified by the Commission on Peace Officers Standards and 

Training (POST). 

                   Scope of Audit:   Communications/Dispatch 
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It is the responsibility of the dispatchers to answer and prioritize all incoming 911 and police calls. 

They are also responsible for sending appropriate assistance to the citizens and tracking the 

activity of the field units. In December of 2018, the Banning Police Communications/Dispatch 

Center received an average of sixty-nine (69) calls for service a day. The average response time 

during this month was nineteen (19) minutes (Attachment 8). 

 

 

Findings:    The Audit Team discovered through review of Dispatcher schedule and through 

interviews with Dispatch personnel.  Banning PD Dispatcher because of their critically short 

staffing are operating during a six (6) hour window alone as a single Dispatcher.  Further, the 

Audit Team learned all Dispatchers are eating their lunch at their desks and being paid for their 

lunch.  

Dispatcher are having to take a hand-held radio with them to go to the bathroom when 

necessary, because they are the only Dispatcher working at that time.  Dispatcher are given no 

breaks during a twelve (12) hour time period of work. 

Banning PD has a cover dispatcher from the hours of 10:30am until 10:30pm on one half of the 

coverage week.  Dispatcher work either Sunday, Monday, Tuesday and every other Wednesday; 

or Thursday, Friday, Saturday and every other Wednesday for the other coverage part of the 

week. 

Dispatchers work twelve (12) hours shifts with starting times of 5:00 a.m. and ending times of  

 

The Banning Police Department Communication/Dispatch Center utilizes a RIMS System. This 

system is not used by any local comparative agencies. This computer system is unique and only 

utilized by a few other agencies in the Inland Empire. 

Recommendations:   The Audit Team is recommending establishing a pay-call dispatcher list 

utilizing comparative local agency dispatchers. Those employees will need training prior to 

beginning in order to meet the department’s needs. 

Additionally, Banning PD has four (4) vacant and budgeted dispatcher positions. Those positions 

should be filled as soon as practical.  Banning PD should explore cross-training officers to work 

dispatch in the event an officer is put on modified duty due to an injury. This would augment 

dispatch until the officer is able to return to full duty. Additionally, it would allow officers to give 

breaks to dispatch personnel during their twelve (12) hours shifts. 
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Property/Evidence Storage 

The law enforcement evidence/property function is vital to the criminal justice process. It’s 

effective and efficient operation is integral to an agency’s quality of service to the community 

and the criminal justice system. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The management of this function has become increasingly complex, due in part to factors related 

to legislative mandates, hazardous material storage, the protection and preservation of 

biological/DNA related material, security and chain of custody, and training of evidence/property 

personnel. 

The failure to manage the evidence and property function of a department can affect the 

successful prosecution of criminal violators, resulting in agency liability or loss of public 

confidence. 

Findings:   The Audit Team reviewed the Lexipol Policy #804, viewed and toured the 

property/evidence room in the ground floor of the Banning Police Department, and interviewed 

the property custodian. 

                   Scope of Audit:   Property/Evidence Storage 
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The Audit Team discovered the Banning Police Department property and evidence room is being 

managed per department policy and POST guidelines. However, the Audit Team discovered a few 

minor deficiencies. 

The first minor deficiency is the storage and security of bicycles taken as evidence by Banning 

Police Department. These bicycles are being stored outside in a non-secure area near the south 

police vehicle entrance to the department, off Ramsey Street. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These bicycles are not secured in any fashion, and subject to being taken by someone who either 

climbs over the wall or enters through the open gate after a Police Vehicles enters. 

The second minor deficiency was noted during the interview with the property custodian. She 

explained she is the only property custodian for the department, and only she and the Acting 

Chief of Police have access and keys to the property/evidence area. Because of this, she is unable 

to clearly follow section 804.7 of the Department Policy, “Disposition of Property,” and she has 

property well over the 120 day time frame outlined by POST. 

The standards established in the law enforcement profession have long established that the Chief 

of Police (or in the case of Banning, Acting Chief of Police) should not have access to the property 

and evidence facility. The property custodian should be the only member of the agency to 

regularly work in the property area. However, in case of emergency, where the property 

custodian is unavailable, a second member of the organization should have the ability to access 

the property room. Within the industry, that employee is generally a command-level person 

working in the administrative section. 
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The third minor deficiency was also noted during the interview with the property custodian.  She 

explained she does not have the time or personnel to manage the timely release of property to 

citizens, and her Homicide storage area is full and cannot hold evidence if another homicide 

occurs in the city and officers collect evidence. 

Recommendations:  The Audit Team recommends hiring and/or training a second 

property/evidence technician. The property/evidence part of the Banning Police Department is 

a crucial part of day-to-day operations of a police agency. The present property/evidence 

technician is overworked and understaffed, and unable to run an effective and efficient 

operation. 

The Audit Team recommends using modified duty police officers to help the property/evidence 

technician research via computer case status and help properly dispose of property to reduce the 

backlog occurring with the property/evidence room at Banning PD. 

The Audit Team further recommends helping the property/evidence technician connect with 

local agency property/evidence technician, to coordinate any disposal of guns or drugs planned 

in the future by another agency, thus combining resources. 

And lastly, it is recommended the department purchase a large cable and lock to secure all the 

bicycles together to deter theft of the bicycles while they are sitting outside the property room.   

Then, over time, enclosing this area with chain-link fencing which has a top cover attached. 
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Adult and Juvenile Detention Areas 

Most municipal police departments have a detention facility to temporarily detain both adult and 

juvenile offenders. These facilities, like jails, are defined in Section 1006 of Title 15 of the 

California Code of Regulations. Juveniles are further covered under Welfare and Institution Code 

207.1. 

The Banning Police Department, being a new facility constructed during the past eight (8) years, 

contains both an adult detention area and a juvenile detention area (depicted below). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Findings:   The Audit Team conducted a walk-through visit of the adult and juvenile detention 

areas in the downstairs portion of the Banning Police Department. Adult detention areas are 

locking areas, with only a small clear glass viewing area. However, each holding area has a camera 

for officers to observe the adult arrestee while completing paperwork and booking documents. 

 

 

                    Scope of Audit:  Adult and Juvenile Detention Areas 
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The juvenile area has non-locking doors and a large glass area on the side of the door to able to 

view the juvenile who is detained. The juvenile detention areas also have cameras in the area so 

officers can keep constant view of the juvenile inside the area (depicted below). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Audit Team also discovered juvenile secure and non-secure logs were present as required 

(See photo to right above). The logs were being properly used by officers. 

Recommendations:    The Audit Team had no recommendations for the adult and juvenile 

detention areas being used by Banning PD. Detention areas and use are outlined in Banning PD 

Policy #322, “Temporary Custody of Juveniles,” Policy #420, “Cite and Release,” and 901, 

“Detentions.” Officers appear to be following policies. 
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Policies and Procedures 

• Banning Police Department Policy and Procedures are Lexipol policies and procedures.  

Lexipol is a nationally recognized company creating policies and procedures for law 

enforcement agencies and fire departments nationwide. They are highly recognized and 

used for the law enforcement community. Initial examination of the Banning PD Policy 

and Procedures Manual showed policies not reviewed since 2014. This was brought to 

the attention of Lt. Avila/Acting Chief of Police, who took immediate corrective action and 

reviewed and updated the department policy and informed department personnel. 

• Banning Police Department was not utilizing an important function of Lexipol, monthly 

officer trainings.   

• All Banning Police Department employees have received a copy of the Policy and 

Procedures Manual, either by binder copy or electronic copy. 

Citizen Complaint Procedures 

• Banning Police Department has a Personnel Complaint Policy, #1020, and follows the 

policy as described.   

• Banning Police Department should have a personnel complaint brochure available in a 

public displayed area inside the lobby of the department. 

Field Training Program 

• Field Training Manager Sgt. Bennett has not been to Field Training Manager Training (SAC) 

through POST. Therefore, Banning PD is out of compliance with POST requirements. 

• Captain Holder, who is off on injury, is a certified field training manager and has been to 

POST training in the past. 

• Officers interviewed during the Audit stated shortcuts are being made to get new officers 

out of field training faster due to manpower shortages. 

• During the interview portion of the Audit, officers stated sergeants are overlooking critical 

officer safety violations by trainees due to manpower shortages. 

• Field training files are being maintained at Human Resources verses being maintained at 

the department. 

 

                  Findings from Audit (Bullets) 
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Employee Interviews 

• Thirty-four (34) of the thirty-eight (38) employees of the department were interviewed 

and asked general questions about welfare (morale), staffing, and management. 

• Overall the employees stated morale is poor. However, due to the changes with the now 

Acting Police Chief (Lt. Avila) the employees feel morale is improving. 

• The department as a whole feels Acting Chief Lt. Avila is doing an appropriate job as the 

Acting Chief. However, they were not happy when Lt. Fisher was the Interim Chief. 

• Department staffing has done the best possible considering the number of employees 

available. 

• Employees feel supervisors and managers could tell employees, “They are doing a good 

job” more often to help increase morale. 

• Almost all employees have trust in their supervisors. 

• Almost half the employees have considered leaving Banning PD in the past year. 

Personnel Management 

• Banning Police Department is not utilizing injured employees in a modified capacity, as 

outlined in Department Policy #1055, “Temporary Modified-Duty Assignments.” Injured 

employees are instead being sent home until they are recovered from their injury and 

given a return to full duty release by a doctor. 

• Patrol Division is working at a critically low capacity with only two (2) officers and one (1) 

supervisor on each of the four (4) patrol shifts. 

• Several of the patrol shifts are being supervised by a corporal. 

• Banning PD has eight (8) vacant sworn officer positions, and nothing had been done prior 

to beginning this Audit to fill those vacancies. 

• Banning PD has four (4) vacant non-sworn positions, and again nothing had ben done 

prior to beginning this Audit to fill those vacancies. 

• Banning PD dispatchers are working twelve (12) hour shifts without a break, and eating 

lunch at the work station (dispatchers are paid for lunch). 

Personnel Records Retention/Security 

• POST backgrounds for all police employees, police training records, and personnel records 

are all being kept at Human Resources in a locked file cabinet.  

• Several personnel records contain old (over seven (7) years) letters of reprimand and 

discipline. California Penal Code 832.5 allows records over five (5) years to be destroyed, 

unless involved in litigation. 
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Internal Affairs 

• Internal Affairs from the management standpoint are being handled properly. 

• Internal Affairs from the investigative standpoint are questionable, based upon a review 

of case #17-02 (POBR standards not being followed – criminal verses administrative). 

• Internal Affairs are being kept in a locked and alarmed room inside the department as 

required. 

POST Training Program 

• Review of the POST EDI account for Banning PD showed one (1) reserve officer (Diaz) out 

of POST compliance; he has not attended training since 2016. Also Captain Holder will be 

out of compliance if he does not attend at least twenty-four (24) hours in 2019. 

• None of the Banning PD training files have an EDI printout showing training, and several 

training files do not have copies of POST certificates. 

District Attorney Overview 

• In-custody reports are timely to District Attorney. 

• Reports by officers contain all elements of crimes. 

• Stolen vehicle (CVC 10851) reports are missing contact with the victim. 

• Video surveillance is being identified in the report but video was not picked up or booked 

into evidence (have officers use their cell phone to capture the video). 

• Stolen checks/credit cards victims are not being contacted by officers. 

Detective Division of Banning PD 

• Detective Division is only two (2) detectives and one (1) sergeant. 

• Detective Division is only working part I crimes. 

• Detective Division could be staffed with 960 retired employees. 

Funding Sources 

• Review of fee schedule shows Banning PD behind in fees charges for public assistance 

events, such as impound vehicle release, citation correction, etc. 

• Comparative agency fee schedules show revenue sources other agency charge that 

Banning PD could be, such as false alarm response and party calls, 2nd response. 
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Cursory Review of Police Budget 

• Over budget on Overtime because of manpower shortage. 

• Over budget on Workers’ Compensation Reimbursement because not utilizing injured 

employees on modified duty, per Policy #1022. 

• Fleet Maintenance account shows budgeted amount never used. 

• Overall the department’s current budget is at 58% expenditure for the fiscal year. 

Grant Usage 

• Captain Holder is the department’s grant writer. The department is not making use of this 

resource. 

• The department is not applying for available grants such as OTS and COPS which are 

available to small agencies. 

Communication Center/Dispatch 

• Dispatch staffing shortage. Dispatchers have six (6) shifts and only five (5) full-time 

dispatchers, with one (1) additional dispatcher in training. 

• Dispatchers are working twelve (12) shifts without a break or lunch, but they are paid for 

missing lunch. 

• Banning PD dispatchers uses a computer system called “RIMS” when all the surrounding 

local Police agencies use “ALLIANCE.” This reduces the ability to use pay-call dispatchers 

from local surrounding agencies.  Further, this reduces your ability to share information 

with local agencies. 

Property/Evidence Storage 

• Bicycles taken as evidence are being stored outside in a non-secure way. 

• Only one (1) property custodian and too much property to control with one (1) person. 

• Homicide evidence storage area to capacity. 

Adult/Juvenile Detention areas 

• Separate adult and juvenile holding areas. 

• Juvenile logs present. 

• Real time video of adult and juvenile holding areas for officers to observe. 
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Policies and Procedures 

• Establish an email link for each Banning PD employee and set them up to interface with 

Lexipol, so all personnel can receive Lexipol monthly trainings and policy updates. 

• Patrol shifts use Lexipol monthly trainings as briefing training. Documentation of these 

trainings should be added to the employees training files. 

Citizen Complaint Procedures 

• Develop a personnel complaint pamphlet for citizens as information tool. 

• Place the pamphlet in a visible area inside the lobby for citizens. 

• Conduct refresher training with all personnel on following Personnel Complaint Policy. 

• Place complaint procedure on the department’s website. 

Field Training Program 

• Field Training Manager Sgt. Bennett be sent to POST Field Training for 

Supervisor/Manager Training (SAC), as POST requires this for anyone managing an FTO 

Program. 

• Have Captain Holder manager the program until that time, as he has been to POST Field 

Training Manager Training in the past. 

• Assure FTO’s are following the training manual with trainees. 

• Have a Lieutenant oversee the field training sergeant and be the training program 

manager (SAC).  This individual must also attend the POST FTO SAC Course. 

Personnel Management 

• Immediate hiring of three (3) community service officers (CSO’s) to augment patrol as a 

service that can take reports  (Can be trained and put into service quickly). 

• Look into augmenting Detective Division with 960 retired/independent contractor 

employees (Add experience to Detective Division). 

• Look into augmenting dispatch with pay-call dispatchers from other local police agencies 

until hiring of vacant positions. 

• Begin the interactive process with injured personnel to see if they could fill modified duty 

assignments within the department (Follow Department Policy #1055). 

                   RECOMMENDATIONS FROM AUDIT (BULLETS) 
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Personnel Records/Retention and Security 

• Bring training records, POST backgrounds, and a copy of personnel records back to the 

department from Human Resources. 

• New Chief brought up to speed on SB 1421 (Public Records Request Act). 

• Assure adherence to POST regulations for backgrounds and training requirements. 

Internal Affairs 

• Chief of Police review Internal Affairs #17-02. 

• Chief of Police should meet with any 3rd party investigation firm to assure compliance 

with and a clear understating of the scope of all internal investigations conducted by that 

firm.  

POST Training Program 

• POST training program for Banning PD be overseen by a Lieutenant. 

• Establish a list of training classes Banning PD officers would like to attend in the future. 

• Have officers returning from training give briefing trainings on new information gained at 

training. 

• Post a copy of each employees EDI record in training record. 

District Attorney Overview 

• Three (3) minor requests from filing district attorneys involving stolen vehicle arrests, 

surveillance video for crimes, and stolen checks or credit card arrests. 

Detective Division of Banning PD 

• Augment Detective Division with 960 employees to be able to investigate additional 

crimes and cases (Currently only investigating Part I crimes). 

Funding Sources 

• Update Banning PD Fee Schedule to match local agency fee schedules. 

• Develop a false alarm response fine policy or city ordinance. 

• Begin charging a subpoena fee or outside legal agencies placing subpoena requests on 

officers (Fee allowed per Evidence Code 1563). 
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Cursory Review of Police Budget 

• Following Modified Duty Police #1055 will reduce the department’s liability for Workers’ 

Compensation Reimbursement, which is currently at 719% of budgeted amount. 

Grant Usage 

• The department has a grant writer (Captain Holder), and should take advantage of this 

and write grants to increase funding and staffing of Banning PD. 

• Begin training a Lieutenant for future grant writing or even a sergeant. 

• Being having records compile statistics for traffic information and crime stats needed to 

grant reports. 

Communication Center/Dispatch 

• Establish a pay-call list of certified local agencies’ dispatchers to augment Banning PD 

Communication/Dispatch Center. 

• Fill Banning PD’s four (4) vacant dispatch positions. 

Property/Evidence Storage 

• Secure bicycles stored on the south end of the building with a cable and lock. 

• Bring a modified duty employee into property/evidence area to assist the property 

custodian with release/destruction. 

• Hire a second property custodian position, so Chief of Police does not have to hold keys 

to property room. 

• Have property custodian connect with other local agencies’ property custodians to 

conduct joint property/gun-drugs destruction. 

Adult/Juvenile Detention Areas 

• No recommendations for this area. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

This Audit was conducted as a specified scope review of the major components of the Banning 

Police Department.  As such, many of the findings and recommendations in this report were 

based on a cursory review of department policies, limited observations of police officers and non-

sworn support staff, and interviews with all cooperative employees.   

Employee interviews showed Banning PD employees are resilient even though personnel are 

experiencing low morale. The present Acting Chief of Police has taken it upon himself to boost 

morale through several no cost events, such as providing dinner and gift cards out of his own 

pocket for employees working holidays. 

As in many police organizations, the business of policing can be improved by reviewing the 

manner in which they operate. In this case, the Audit reported substantial progress can be made 

in efficiency and safety by using resources already available, such as volunteers, reserves, and 

modified duty employees. These can be accomplished without diminishing any level of service, 

integrity, or additional cost.   

It is evident that Banning PD has many fine and dedicated employees, and this may have been a 

contributing factor for the department’s sustained operation absent adequate staffing levels.  

The Audit Team was impressed by many of the sworn officers’ appearance and caring attitudes 

toward the citizens they serve. 

This Audit brought apprehension and questioning. Given the nature of Audits, this type of feeling 

is understandable, but this was alleviated by the City Manager informing police department 

personnel of the Auditor’s presence and objective. Banning PD employees were made aware of 

this information in advance of this Audit.   

In closing, the Audit Team would like to acknowledge there were Banning Police staff who 

welcomed the chance to provide information to clarify and improve their department. We would 

also like to thank Acting Chief Avila and Ms. Sol Avila for their patience and assistance with this 

sensitive task.  

 

Shawn D. Hare, Chief Examiner 

Darrell R. Smith, Examiner 

Completed February 19, 2019  
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